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HUMAN RESOURCES 
ESSENTIALS
Online Certificate Program

OVERVIEW
Human resources is a broad topic that touches on many facets of an organization, but 
there are some core concepts that all HR practitioners should know. This certificate 
in Human Resources Essentials will discuss those concepts and give you the set of 
skills you need to get started. Whether you are new to HR, perform the HR function in 
addition to other roles, or need to have an understanding of the HR role, this certificate 
will give you a strong foundation to make a difference in your organization. Equipping 
you to hire the right team, communicate effectively, and handle any workplace issues, 
this series is essential for anyone touching the HR role.

This program includes a year of free access to Symposiums! These events feature 
a week of live, highly participatory virtual Zoom sessions with Cornell faculty and 
experts to explore today’s most pressing diversity and inclusion topics, including 
equity, unconscious bias, inclusive leadership, and cross-cultural conversations. 
Attending Symposium sessions is not required to successfully complete the certificate 
program.

COURSES
6

COURSE LENGTH
2 weeks

FORMAT
100% online

COURSES
 • Aligning Employee Performance with Organizational Goals

 • Countering Bias in the Workplace for HR

 • Fostering a Coaching Culture

 • Active Listening and Processing Feedback

 • Effective Hiring and Interviewing

 • Addressing Workplace Behavior Issues

 • Diversity and Inclusion Symposium
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INSIDE the PROGRAM

KEY TAKEAWAYS

 • Train managers to deliver effective 
performance feedback, rate employees 
accurately, and mitigate legal risk

 • Critically assess whether the 
organizational and HR practices in 
place are likely to exacerbate or reduce 
the negative outcomes associated with 
unconscious bias

 • Diagnose the root causes of a situation 
and determine who in the organization 
will be the primary focus of an 
intervention

 • Assemble the different dimensions of 
interpersonal communication and apply 
them to difficult conversations

 • Determine current workforce needs 
with an eye to future changes and skills 
that might be needed

 • Develop a hiring plan that maximizes 
your likelihood of a good hire 

 • Create a workplace atmosphere that 
reduces the occurrence of behavior 
issues and resolve issues as they arise

WHO SHOULD ENROLL

 • Global professionals from for-profits, 
NGOs, and governmental agencies

 • Line-level HR professionals

 • Anyone who performs HR functions

 • Aspiring HR professionals

WHAT YOU’LL EARN

 • Human Resources Essentials Certificate from Cornell ILR 
School

 • 66 Professional Development Hours (6.6 Continuing Education 
Units CEUs)

 • 17 Professional Development Units (PDUs) toward PMI 
recertification

 • 50 Professional Development Credits (PDCs) toward SHRM-CP 
and SHRM-SCP recertification

 • 50 Credit hours towards HRCI recertification
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COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS

ALIGNING EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE WITH ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS

Based on the research and expertise of John Hausknecht, Ph.D., you will evaluate the 
possibility of working with or without a system, identify the properties and benefits 
of different systems, and explore different approaches to performance management. 
Steps to mitigate risk will be outlined, common rating and feedback errors will be 
examined, and support in delivering feedback will be provided using tools such as a 
Communication Plan. With the completion of an action plan at the end of the course, 
you will be ready to apply what you learn to your own organization.

COUNTERING BIAS IN THE WORKPLACE FOR HR

In this course, you will learn about perceptual and psychological processes that impact 
the way that individuals interact with people who are demographically dissimilar 
from them. You will examine psychological processes that impact personnel decision 
making within organizations. This understanding will help HR professionals to design 
better practices and will help line managers to more effectively leverage the potential 
among employees from diverse backgrounds.

The course will also help you understand why “Diversity” is now often referred to 
as “Diversity & Inclusion” by explaining what inclusion is and how it differs from 
diversity. Why is inclusion so important, and what are its building blocks? 

FOSTERING A COACHING CULTURE

In this course, developed by Professor Diane Burton, Ph.D. of Cornell University’s 
ILR School, you will learn the skills necessary to reassert your HR role as a trusted, 
neutral advisor to employees at all levels within your organization. Students will 
develop coaching skills and learn how to foster a coaching culture while managing 
organizational HR needs with the most effective response for each situation.
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ACTIVE LISTENING AND PROCESSING FEEDBACK

A leader’s listening ability has a tremendous impact on their effectiveness. Professor 
Judi Brownell’s HURIER model of listening provides a comprehensive method of 
listening improvement. In this course, you will assess your listening skills, set personal 
goals, and plan a development strategy. The application of listening principles to 
Servant Leadership and the development of emotional intelligence are emphasized.

You will use the HURIER self-assessment instrument to assess your personal listening 
skills then solicit feedback from your colleagues to compare your self-assessment 
results to their perceptions. You will then reflect on the results and create a SMART — 
specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, time-bound — listening goal. As you move 
forward in the course, you will take on the role of a Servant Leader and determine how 
to facilitate a listening environment. You will observe and analyze a team and create 
an action plan to recommend improvements to the listening environment. Finally, you 
will examine three emerging issues that impact listening in the workplace and the 
larger social environment: diversity, ethics, and technology. After taking this course, 
you will be prepared to foster a strong listening environment within your organization 
and set clear goals for your continued skill development.

EFFECTIVE HIRING AND INTERVIEWING

Instead of HR professionals, front-line managers are now being asked to assess their 
personnel needs in the workplace and make hiring —or firing—choices that fit those 
needs. Many managers have not been trained on how to decide among candidates 
to make the best choices to fit their team. These choices are not just about creating 
test questions or reading resumes, but also about managing the interpersonal 
communication that must occur between hirer and candidate.

Cornell University’s Professor Livingston’s teaching combines well-supported 
theoretical evidence with real-world examples and case studies to make the subject 
matter both understandable and easily applicable to a wide variety of managing 
environments. She focuses not just on the “how” of hiring and interviewing, but on the 
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“why” so that individual managers and decision makers can be flexible and agile in 
changing environments and with changing needs. 

ADDRESSING WORKPLACE BEHAVIOR ISSUES

Managers must foster a good workplace atmosphere and be able to deal effectively 
with behavior issues as they arise. Doing so improves productivity and employee 
engagement and helps an organization avoid costly legal liability.

Professor Alexander Colvin, Ph.D. of Cornell University’s ILR School explains how new 
and aspiring managers can prevent or reduce the occurrence of behavior issues. His 
lessons will show you how to assess issues as they arise and provide guidance and best 
practices on resolving behavior problems, primarily through the proven principles of 
progressive discipline. Professor Colvin draws on his legal and research credentials 
to provide guidance in dealing with harassment and bullying, planning and carrying 
out terminations when required, and managing requests to accommodate special 
employee needs and practices.

Throughout the course, you’ll remain engaged as you participate in interactive 
discussions and complete a five-part course project, applying the key concepts to your 
own situation.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION SYMPOSIUM

Symposium sessions feature three days of live, highly interactive virtual Zoom 
sessions to explore today’s most pressing topics. The Diversity and Inclusion 
Symposium offers you a unique opportunity to engage in real-time conversations with 
peers and experts from the Cornell community and beyond. Using the context of your 
own experiences, you will take part in reflections and small-group discussions to build 
on the skills and knowledge you have gained from your courses.

Join us for the next Symposium April 13th-15th. From the workplace to our homes, 
discussions about diversity and inclusion are necessary to become aware of our 
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biases and promote action and change. Throughout this Symposium, you will examine 
and dissect key diversity and inclusion topics such as unconscious bias, inclusive 
leadership, and the nuance of equity. By participating in dynamic and relevant 
dialogues, you will discover a variety of perspectives and create genuine connections 
with participants from diverse industries and backgrounds.

All sessions are held on Zoom, specific sessions and times will be provided soon. You 
may participate in as many sessions as you wish. Attending Symposium sessions 
is not required to successfully complete the certificate program. Once enrolled in 
your courses, you will receive information about upcoming events. Accessibility 
accommodations will be available upon request.
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